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ABSTRACT 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space and T EHom( V, V). The first result 
shows that if C,(T), the mth compound of T, possesses a basis of eigenvectors, then it 
possesses a basis consisting of decomposable eigenvectors in the mth Grassmann 
space over V. The paper also contains a simplified proof of a recent result of S. 
Belcerzyk on traces of compounds as well as conditions for the equality of fixed 
coefficients in the polynomials det(XA + IJX) and det(U3 + pX). 
Let R be a field of characteristic 0 and n a positive integer, and denote 
the set of n x n matrices [nonsingular matrices] over R by M, (R ) [GL,(R )I. 
If m is a positive integer, then the set of functions (~:{l,...,m}~{l,...,n} 
which satisfy (Y (1) < a (2) < . . * < a(m) will be denoted by Q,,,.. Given 
AEM, and ~,PEQ~,~, the m X m submatrix of A lying in rows 
a(L),..., a(m) and columns ,8(l), . <., P(m) will be written A[a]p], while 
the complementary submatrix will be written A(a] /3). The entries of the 
(g )-square mth compound matrix of A, C,(A), and mth supplementary 
compound matrix of A, C;(A), may be indexed by the (lexicographi- 
tally ordered) set Qmsn: the ((u,/3) entries are det A[o]p] and 
(-1) s(a)+s(p)detA( (Y( ,8) respectively, where s(a) is the sum of the integers 
in the range of (Y. 
If l<m<n, AEM,( and C,(A) is normal, then there exists a unitary 
matrix S EM,(R) such that C,(S -‘AS) is diagonal. For simply choose S so 
that S -‘AS is upper triangular (u.t.). Then C,(S -‘AS) is u.t. and normal, 
hence diagonal. We prove the following variation of this observation. 
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THEOREM 1. If 1 < m < n, A EM,(C), and C,,,(A) is diagonalizable, then 
there exists a matrix S E GL,(C) such that C,,,(S -‘AS) is diagonal. 
We have the following coordinate-free interpretations of the preceding 
observation and Theorem 1. Let V be an n-dimensional unitary space, 
T E Hom( V, V), and let C,(T) denote the transformation induced by T on 
the mth Grassmann space over V, i.e., the mth exterior power of T. If C,(T) 
has an orthonormal (o.n.) basis of eigenvectors, then it has an on. basis of 
eigenvectors consisting of decomposable tensors induced from V, i.e., there 
exists an on. basis {x,, , , . , q,} of V such that { fl xw(rj/\. * . //\x+,~; 
w E Q,,,n} is an on. basis of eigenvectors of C,(T). Similarly, Theorem 1 
becomes 
THEOREM 1.’ If 1 Q m < n, V is an n-dimensional unitary space, T E 
Hom( V, V), and C,(T) h us a basis of eigenvectors, then it has a basis of 
eigenvectors consisting of decomposable tensors induced from V. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Denote the rank of a matrix B by p(B). If 
p(A) < m, the result is trivial: since C,,,(A) = 0, any S E GL,(R) will do. If 
p(A) > m, then it is known [5, p. 221 that A is similar to a diagonal matrix. It 
remains to consider the case p(A) = m. 
Choose S E GL, (C) so that S -‘AS is the Jordan normal form of A, say 
s -‘AS=A,i.. . ~A,_~+A~, 
where Ai is a nonzero ni X ni Jordan block, j = 1,. , . ,p - 1, and A,, is an 
appropriate matrix of zeros. We claim that p(Aj) = ni, i.e., Aj corresponds to a 
nonzero eigenvalue, I= 1,. . . ,p - 1. Let pi =p(Ai), i= 1,. . . ,p. The matrix 
C,(A) is similar to the matrix 
2. 
k,+... +kp=m 
Ck,(Al) @ * . . @ G$ (A,), (1) 
where the terms for which ki >pj for some i are omitted [4, p. 5671. Since A 
has rank m, we have p1 + . . * + pP _ 1 = m, and one of the direct summands in 
(1) is 
If, for example, A, corresponds to a zero eigenvalue, then C,,(A,) = 
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C,,_,(A,) possesses an elementary divisor X2 [l, p. 36441, which in turn gives 
rise to a nonlinear elementary divisor of the matrix (2) [6]. Thus (l), and 
therefore C,(A), has a nonlinear elementary divisor. This contradiction 
establishes the claim, and C,( S -‘AS) is diagonal. n 
The next result is motivated by a result of S. Balcerzyk [3, p. 2091. 
THEOREM 2. If A,BEM,(R) we at., uiihij=O for i=l,..., n, and 
1< m < n, then 
trC,(A+B)= 5 trC(A)trC,,_,(B). 
r=O 
(3) 
Proof. We begin the computation as follows 
trCm(A+B)=UE5 det(A[wlw]+B[olw]) 
m.” 
““‘+“‘“‘detA[wPJwl*]detB[wv’lwy’]. 
(4) 
(v’ is the sequence in Qm_,,, complementary to v, etc.) If v > p in the 
lexicographic ordering, then ov >a~., and the upper triangularity of A 
implies detA [wvIwp] = 0. Similarly, if v < p, then ov’> UP’; hence 
det B [wv’(op’] = 0. In other words, the terms on the right in (4) for which 
p # v are zero, and 
trC,(A+B)= 5 2 2 detA[wvlwv]detB[wv’lov’]. (5) 
r=a ~~Qrn.n v~Q,.m 
Consider a fixed r. For each choice of a pair of non-overlapping sequences 
a E Qw P E Qm-,,n, there is precisely one choice of a pair LYE Q,,,,, 
VE Ql,WO such that a = WV, ,&=wv’. Furthermore, whenever w E Q,,,,, 
v E Qw the sequences WV E Qr,,, WV’ E Qm_ r,n are non-overlapping. There- 
fore (5) becomes 
trC,,,(A+B)= 2 c detA[ ala]detB[ j3 p]. 
r=O aeQ,.” 
PEQm-,.” 
ImanIm~=Q 
(6) 
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Finally, the condition Imcu n ImR = 0 in (6) is irrevelevant, since our 
hypotheses easily imply detA [ aI cu]det B [ /I 1 ,R] = 0 whenever Im (x n Imp 
# QI. Therefore 
trC,(A+B)= 2 [ 2 
r=o \aEQr,,, 
detA[aiu])( x detB[ ,RiR]) 
PEQrn_..” 
= 5 trCr(A)trC,_,(B). 
r=o 
Theorem 2, along with the following lemma, provides a considerably 
simplified proof of Balcerzyk’s result (Theorem 3). 
LEMMA 1. Assume thclt R contains the eigenucdues of matrices A, B E 
M,, (R ), AB = 0, und A has precisely p nonzero eigencalues @&ding multi- 
plicities). Then A and B ure simultaneously similur to matrices of the form 
0 * 
* 
0 0 
0 A’ 
B’ * H-l 0 0 
respectively, where A’EGL,(R) is u.t. and B/EM,_,(R) is u.t. 
Proof. It is convenient to begin with the special case p = 0, i.e., A is 
nilpotent. We use induction on n. Without loss of generality, assume AfO, 
BZO, and regard the matrices as linear transformations on V, the space of 
n-tuples over R. Then AB =0 implies A (Im B) =0 and neither A nor B is 
nonsingular, so there is a basis {xi,. . .,x,,} of V such that {xi,. . . ,x,} is a basis 
of ImB, l<r<n-1, and Ax,=...=Aq=O. Therefore A and B are 
simultaneously similar to matrices of the form 
where X, Y E M, _ ,( R ) and we may assume Z is u.t. Clearly XY = 0 and X is 
nilpotent, so the induction hypothesis applies to the pair X, Y, yielding the 
special case. 
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For the general result, we may assume A = X -l- Y, where 
x= 
0 . 1 0 
and Y E GLP (R ) is u.t. Since AB = 0, we have 
and XZ =O. Applying the special case to the pair X, Z completes the proof. 
n 
THEOREM 3. Zfl~m~n,A,BEM,(R),andAB=O, then 
trC,,,(A+B)= 2 trC,(A)trC,,,_,(B). 
r=O 
Proof. Enlarge the field if necessary and use Theorem 2 to obtain the 
result for the matrices of Lemma 1. Then use the invariance of the trace 
under similarity. 4 
In preparation for the next result, let A, B,X E M,,(R) and consider the 
pencils 
and 
AB + pX. 
det(U +pX)= f: p,,,(A,X)hmpnPm, 
m=O 
det(XB+pX)= 5 qm(B,X)Amp”.“m, 
m=O 
in which neither of p,,,(A,X) and q,,,(B,X) involve h or y. 
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THEOREM 4. Zf l<m<n, then ~~(A,X)=q,,,(B,x)for all XEM,(R) 
iff one of the following alternatives holds: 
(i) p(A)<m and p(B)<m; 
(ii) p(A) = p(B) > m and there exists r E R such that A = rB, T”’ = 1; 
(iii) p(A)=p(B)=m and there exist P,Q EGL,(R) such that 
PAQ=Z,,,/Q,_,, 
PBQ= B,,,+O,_,, 
where 
detB,,,=l, B,EGL,(R). 
Proof. The equality of the coefficients p,(A,X) and q,,(B,X) is equiv- 
alent [2, p. 1021 to 
or 
trC,,(X)[C,*_,(AT)-C,*-,@=)I, XE&(fi). 
Since {C,_,(X):XEM,(R)} is a spanning set for M(“)(R), this last condi- m 
tion is equivalent to 
C,*_,(Ar)=C,*_,(Br), 
or 
C,(A)=C,(B)* (7) 
The fact that (7) holds iff (i), (“) II , or (iii) holds was proved by Williamson [7]. 
n 
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